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PREFACE

There is a correlation between the direction of economic growth
and the percentage of people below the poverty line. Since the poverty
percentage calculations ignore the human poverty index parameters that
determine the standards of living. Micro finance was a little known
concept till seventies. Professor Muhammad Yunus, a Nobel Prize
Winner is the main architect, who has revolutionized the credit delivery
system in Bangladesh. Micro finance cannot be defined without
identifying its category. The main objective of micro finance is to
improve the quality of life of poor and weaker sections of the society.

Micro finance in recent times come to be recognized as one of the
new development paradigms for alleviating poverty through social and
economic empowerment of the poor, with focus on empowering women.
Experiences of different anti-poverty and other welfare programmes
within the country and elsewhere have shown that the key to its success
lies in the participation of community based organisations at the
grassroots level. People’s participation in credit delivery, recovery and
linking of formal credit institutions to borrowers through the
intermediation of SHGs have been recognised as a supplementary
mechanism for providing credit support to the rural poor. NABARD has
pioneered the concept and implemented the SHG-Bank Linkage
programme since 1992 for providing easy access of institutional credit
to rural poor. Since one decade of the programme implementation has
elapsed, there is an imperative need for putting in place a system of
evaluating the impact of the programme and provide continuous feed
back on the magnitude of benefits accruing to the people.

Generally, loans are given through NGOs or through institutions
owned by the borrowers. Interest rates are kept commensurate with the
sustainability of the programme rather than bringing attractive return to
the investors. The aim of Grameen credit is to give high priority on
building social capital. It is promoted through formulation of groups and
centres developing leadership quality through annual election of group
or centre leaders, electing board members when the institutions owned
by the borrowers. The micro finance services to the very poor envisage
coverage of one-third of the rural poor of the country, i.e., a population
of about 100 million through one million SHGs by the year 2007-08. In
order to have uniform coverage across the regions, NABARD has
devised region specific strategies and interventions. Accordingly,
special focus was given to the North Eastern region and backward areas
like Kalahandi-Bolangir-Koraput region in Orissa by encouraging small
NGOs and micro finance agencies for enhancing the coverage of SHG



Bank Linkage. As a result, there was rapid progress in the programme in
the eastern areas of the country and significant achievements mainly in
terms of groups linked with banks and providing credit support to SHGs.
With a view to studying the impact of micro finance channelised
through this programme in areas where growth has been rapid during
recent years, study was conducted by Department of Economic Analysis
and Research of NABARD covering states of Orissa, Jharkhand and
Chhattisgarh.

Bangladesh is operating with ‘sixteen principles’; Discipline, Unity,
Courage and hard work in all walks of life; Always ready to help each
other; Breach of discipline not to be tolerated. Go to the centre to restore
discipline; Take part in all social activities collectively. The specialty of
micro credit movement in Bangladesh is not only a credit movement but
also a social movement launched to improve the quality of life of people,
particularly women.

The future sustainability of SHG banking hinges on five factors:
(a) A sound self-supporting institutional framework is in place.
(b) Despite exceptionally low interest rates, linkage banking was found
to be viable and profit-making for all financial institutions and SHGs;
however, many rural banks require restructuring. (c) SHGs have
substantially increased their level of self-reliance and deposited reserves,
while banks are constrained by high statutory liquidity requirements.
(d) Given the low inflation rate, preservation of the value of resources is
no major issue, except in distressed banks. (e) With continually
increasing internal funds, effective supervision of SHGs through a
delegated system, together with the enforcement of prudential norms in
banks and cooperatives, emerges as a major challenge to the long-term
sustainability of SHG banking and rural finance in India.

The present study attempts to assess the impact of micro finance
problems and prospects. The SHG has made significant contribution to
social and economic improvement of the member households of SHGs,
reference to size, homogeneity, conduct and attendance of meetings,
record-keeping, etc., was broadly discussed in conformity with the
guideline of the programmes. The backward class constituted 83 per
cent of the total sample and coverage of this social group has shown an
increasing trend during the recent years. While there was no change in
asset structure in 52 per cent of the households, about 45 per cent of
them are registered increase in assets between pre- and post-SHG
situations.

Grameen Bank wants to bring financial services to the poor,
particularly women and the poorest to help them fight poverty, stay



profitable and financially sound. Conventional banks focus on men.
Grameen credit’s focus is women and 97 per cent borrowers are women.
Unlike other banks, micro credit offered by Grameen reaches the
doorsteps of clients. Borrowers do not go to the bank, bank goes to the
people instead. Grameen systems pays lot of attention to monitoring
education of the children, housing, sanitation, access to clean drinking
water and their coping capacity for meeting disasters and situations. It
helps borrowers to build their own pension funds and other types of
savings. There is a built-in insurance programme and no liability is
transferred to the family.

Swaranjayanthi Gram Swarozgar Yojana SGSY is objectives
integrated initiatives for providing infrastructural, credit, marketing, etc.,
for promoting self-employment, gender equality, community development
projects, and overall empowerment of the poor, convergence of various
resources of other programmes aimed at poverty alleviation.

The Grameen model is widely accepted by lndian MFIs. However,
do we really know what would happen if we made fixed repayment
schedules flexible, or if we moved from joint to individual liability?
New products may attract more clients, lead to higher impact while
keeping default rates unchanged. “The full promise of micro finance can
be only realized by returning to the early commitments to
experimentation, innovation and evaluation.” Experimenting with
various components of credit products will help understand which ones
work best and develop new designs that successfully solve information
problems while being innovative and closer to the clients’ needs.

Authors
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1.1 INTRODUCTION

The micro finance concept is aimed to poor who need a diverse range of
financial instruments to run their business, build assets, stabilize consumption,
and shield themselves against risks based on the credit delivery system that
involves supply of loans, savings, and other primary financial services to the
people living in poverty. The term “micro finance” has been defined by
NABARD as “provision of thrift, credit and other financial services and
products of very small amounts to the poor in rural, semi-urban and urban areas
for enabling them to raise their income levels and improve living standards” on
supportive policies and regulatory framework. The term micro finance has been
used since past fifteen years and come out with different interpretations. Thus,
micro finance can be defined “As a loan fund especially meant for micro
enterprises including agricultural, forestry, agro-forestry, horticultural,
animal husbandry, handicrafts, fisheries, bamboo and jute crafting,
mushroom cultivation, etc., to provide required start-up capital for local
needy people in an organized manner”. Financial services raise beneficiaries
standards of living under self-employment scheme. This concept is most
popular cutting across race, religion and political status of nations because of its
non-collaterals formalities. Micro finance is better described by its concept
rather than by the size of finance. The credit is extended by formal institutions
to individuals and to informal groups, informal groups to its individual
members, and formal institutions through voluntary associations to informal
groups. Its functionality is bringing smile on the faces of million of
underprivileged people. Moreover, most of the countries are using micro
finance as a tool for poverty alleviation and wealth creation. Now, micro
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finance has become the eye of world and buzzword with its goal, policies and
objectives.

In the same direction, the concept of micro credit has become
centre stage in the debate of development. It has been thoroughly
experimented that poor rarely access services of the formal financial
sector for credit and savings. They mostly avail credit from informal
commercial and non-commercial moneylenders at a very high
borrowing cost. Saving services are available through a variety of
informal savings clubs, and credit associations, and mutual insurance
societies who have a tendency to be erratic and insecure. The
movement has been striving to bring the poor in the net of formal
financial system. The SHG-Bank Linkage programme found only is
useful because of their illiteracy, small income generating activities
that causes poverty. This semi-organized financial system may only
achieve the desired results to bring the poor into formal financial
systems.

India alone accounts three millions of people living below the
poverty line. Borrowing from moneylender, trader and landlord, pushes
a person into poverty because of heavy interest rate. Perpetual
repayment of loan is largely applicable where poor people borrow
money from moneylenders, traders and landlords. The organized sector
is highly structured and regulated by government and its agencies while
unorganized financial system is unstructured and is not regulated by
government and its agencies. Both sectors are catering to different
segments of the society. Multilateral agencies or local institutions are
access to micro finance rather than subsidies to assist the poor to come
out from the poverty cycle. Unlike organized sector, the financial
intermediation in organized sector is less hassle some, more efficient but
with greater prevalence of borrower’s exploitation.

The accessibility is easy in accessing unorganized sector with or without
any written deeds they can get easy finance but the other side is the interest
which is exorbitantly high and or often required to give physical collateral,
like ornaments, utensils, land, house and other fixed assets. The unorganized
sector mostly concentrated in rural India, which still accounts around 72 per
cent of the total population. It is observed that few rural people have
accessibility to the organized financial system that should be a great concern
for the nation.



Lack of access to micro finance is not the only cause for poverty
but also a civic tool in alleviating poverty. The borrower improves
repaying capacity and repays loan effectively. Micro finance
intervention has led the rural area especially forest dwelling the
scenario is gradually metamorphosing. Evolution of SHG concept,
made capable of removing the road blocks in the path of financing to
poor by the financial institutions and to build the human capital
through self-realization and self-imitative of its members, a silver
lining is quite visible in the efforts of mainstreaming the poor and
eradication of poverty.

Micro finance has broadly described synonymous to rural
finance as practiced semi-formal institutions such as NGOs and
NBFC that have entered the rural credit business, bringing in a new
approach of lending to groups of people popularly known as SHGs. It
is the type of lending involving SHGs which is referred to as micro
finance in the modern parlance. Use of savings as a source of capital
and to help family’s emergencies introduced door-to-door services.
NGOs and the government, as an instrument can transform the lives
of the poor with a mission to promote the development of micro
financial services market for providing financial services to the poor.

Savings Mobilization
The MFIs decided to undertake a savings programme for their

group members, making a drastic change in the previous product
offerings. Micro savings are the deposit services that allow people to
save small amounts of money for future productive use and
investment often without the minimum balance requirements. MFIs
under the Societies Act face virtually no financial disclosure
requirements. They are legally prohibited from collecting savings, but
it is widely acknowledged that many MFIs mobilize deposits on
behalf of their clients. This collected money is deposited in group
accounts for the clients in commercial banks. The other way collected
money is deposited into a trust which is invested in the MFIs. This is
a grey area within the law which highlights the need for the poor to
access savings services to keep their money in a safe, convenient
place; and the need or MFIs to lower their cost of capital. Under
Indian regulations, MFIs wishing to collect savings typically
transform into NBFCs. NBFCs must be at least an investment grade



credit rating. The interest rate paid on deposits cannot be more than
11 per cent and for less than 12 months or more than 60 months can
be accepted. No micro finance institution collapsed due to its
unorganized functionally it is argued that with adequate supervision
steps could be taken to protect the poor and their deposits.

Geographical Concentration
In terms of number of SHGs and MFI size and speed of growth,

85 per cent Indian micro finance activity is concentrated in the
southern states, around 70 per cent in Andhra Pradesh alone because
the risk to investors from Indian MFIs of region-specific shocks such
as natural disasters or political unrest is largely covariant. Indian
lenders to MFIs, and friends of women’s world banking, are explicitly
trying to increase the number of non-southern MFIs in their portfolios,
in order to minimize their exposure to regional concentration risk. In
addition, some MFIs have begun to encourage their clients to engage
in diverse livelihood activities and to provide micro insurance as a
way to minimize the covariant risks that they themselves face due to
geographical concentration.

Institutions in public sector as well as private sector offer the
micro finance services in India. They can be broadly categorized
formal institutions and informal institutions. The formal category
comprises of Apex Development Financial Institutions, Commercial
Banks, Regional Rural Banks, and Cooperative Banks. There provide
micro finance services in addition to their general banking activities
and are referred to as micro finance service providers. On the other
hand, the informal institutions undertake micro finance services as
their main activity is generally referred to as MFIs. While both
private and public ownership are found in the case of formal financial
institutions offering micro finance services.

Institutions
Micro finance institution is an organization that offers financial

services to low income populations almost all of these offer micro
credit and only take back small amounts of savings from their own
borrowers. The term micro finance institution has come to refer to a
wide range of organizations dedicated to providing these services.
NGOs, credit unions, cooperatives, private commercial banks and non-
bank financial institutions. are some of the examples. An NGO that is fully



and virtually exclusively dedicated to offering financial services in most
cases. Micro finance institutions could also serve as intermediaries
between borrowers and the formal financial sector and on-lend funds
backed by a public sector guarantee. MFIs emerged in the late 1990 to
harness social and commercial funds available for on-lending to clients.
There are over 1,000 Indian MFIs, having four structures:

 Public/Government ownership
 Non-profit NGOs
 Profit-oriented NGOs
 Cooperative Credit unions structure

Institutional formal sector banking institution have been serving
only the needs of the idle and upper income groups. They are not
meant for loans to the low and low-middle income group people.
There is a need to adopt a three track approach, using mutually
complementary strategies:

 Apex financial institutions such as NABARD, SIDBI,
commercial banks, insurance companies, cooperatives, and
NBFCs to enter the micro finance sector as a serious business
proposition to incentivising existing mainstream as financial
service providers.

 Building a strong demand system in the form of community-
based development financial institutions CDFIs with the help
of NGOs, etc.

 Encouraging new MFIs with a supportive policy and
regulatory framework and financial resources to enlarge and
expand their services.

Governance is still a new concept in micro finance and its
evolution. Emerging industries go through various stages of
governance awareness. At start-up, these are preoccupied with vision
setting, setting up systems, mobilising resources and developing in
market entry strategies. At this stage, less attention is paid to
governance. At the next stage, organizations are concerned with
balancing growth with profitability. This is the stage of institutions
maturity. Promotion sound decision making, avoid costly fines and
litigations create corporate image, attract and retain clients, attract
and retain financing and investment from commercial banks through



good governance. Governance is a process by which a board of
directors working through management, guides institutions to fulfil its
mission and protecting its assets. Fundamental to governance is the
ability of individual directors to work in partnership so that they can
balance term strategic and short-term operational responsibilities. It is
important for the micro finance institutions management to receive
proper guidance from board of directors regarding the strategic
direction for the institution and this is the responsibility of the board
to oversee managements’ effort to move in that direction. The
interplay between board and management centres on this relationship
between strategy and operation, both of which are essential for the
successful evolution of the micro finance institutions.

Services Experiences
In order to delineate the institutions as MFIs, it would be

necessary to understand the present scenario of the formal sector in
banking with the poor and the development of the SHG-Bank Linkage
strategy, which is a growing movement with NGOs and banks playing
important roles as partners. Various services and designs of the
financial products of some of the more successful micro finance
experiences in the country are covered in particular. It also provides
an overview of loan conditions, modalities of savings products and
the need for proper mechanism for insurance to enable the poor and
the MFIs to tide over various risks and crises.

Finance Providers
The banking sector has been playing an important role in

providing various financial services to the poor and the non-poor.
Among the three categories of banks, the cooperative banking
institutions mainly serving in rural areas to provide MF services to
the poor. A few urban cooperative banks also started providing a
variety of financial services to the poor and the not-so-poor.
Prominent among them is the SEWA Bank Ahmedabad, which
focuses on urban poor women by providing various financial services.
Traditionally, these institutions in rural areas were financing only
agriculture and allied sectors. These cooperative banks had mobilized
deposits worth ` 67,700 crore while their advances stood at ` 70,770
crore in the F.Y. 1999. With the growing need to finance all forms of
enterprises and the felt need for diversification of business, the



cooperative banking institutions have in the recent past diversified
their business. Currently, nearly 70 per cent of their credit portfolio is
for agriculture and allied activities. Some of these grassroots level
cooperative banking institutions, both in rural and urban sectors have
been providing small loans with focus on the poor.

RRBs lend mostly to the poor for agriculture and micro
enterprise sectors. As on 31 March, 1999, deposits and advances of
the RRBs stood at ` 26,763 crore and ` 11,281 crore respectively,
with their advances to the target group accounting for 65 per cent of
their total loan portfolio. Commercial banks are required as per the
directions of RBI, to provide loans to the priority sector comprising
agriculture and allied activities, small, tiny, cottage and village
industries, rural artisans, etc., to the extent of 40 per cent of their
credit portfolio. This includes 18 per cent of lending exclusively to
agriculture and allied activities. Further, 10 per cent of their loan
portfolio is required to be provided to weaker section of the society
covering scheduled castes, scheduled tribes, small and marginal
farmers, agricultural labourers, rural artisans, etc. These loans are
essentially of the nature of MF.

MF has been an essential aspect of the banking policy. Though,
in the present scenario, banks are serving a variety of clients.
Therefore it is considered that banks be treated as one of the major
MF service-providing institutions. Growing perception of gap
between demand and supply of rural credit to weaker sections, is
widening. This credit gap and the felt need for additional systems for
provision of MF and banking with the poor have resulted in the
development of supplementary and alternative delivery mechanisms
as also in the birth and growth of a number of MFIs.

1.2 MICRO FINANCE INSTITUTIONS

There is a wide variety of institutions in India catering with various
degrees of success to the MF needs of poor families. In the recent past, a
few NBFCs have also been established as MFIs. The MFIs can broadly be
subdivided into three categories of organizational forms:

1. Not-for-profit MFIs: Societies registered under Societies
Registration Act, 1860 or similar State Acts, Public Trusts
registered under the Indian Trust Act, 1882 Non-profit



Companies registered under Section 25 of the Companies Act,
1956.

2. Mutual Benefit MFIs: State Credit Cooperatives, National
Credit Cooperatives, Mutually Aided Cooperative Societies
MACS.

3. For Profit MFIs: Non-banking Financial Companies (NBFCs)
registered under the Companies Act, 1956.

As already indicated banks could be called MF service-providers
and on the same analogy, NABARD and SIDBI could be considered
as apex level MF service-provider institutions, while RMK could be
considered as an apex level MFI.

The information of institutions like NABARD, SIDBI and RMK
estimated that over 500 NGO-MFIs are engaged in financial intermediation in
different parts of the country. Their close grassroots links with the people,
field-based development orientation, commitment and keen understanding
and responsiveness give them the strategic strength often lacking in other
state-supported promotional and developmental organizations.

NABARD
NABARD was set up in 1982 specifically as an organization for

providing undivided attention, forceful direction and pointed focus to the
credit problems of the rural sector. A series of research studies and action
research projects during the early eighties to help devise delivery mechanisms
for improving the access of the poor to banking services had led NABARD to
mainstream the SHG-Bank Linkage strategy, while continuing to look for
other delivery mechanisms and selectively support them.

It is observed that the linkage banking has brought into focus some
striking new approaches which could be considered as best practices at
SHG level, bank level and the NGO level. These are homogeneity and
affinity among members regularity in savings, collective decisions,
increase in income, creation of employment opportunities, building
common fund as main bondage among members at SHG level, non-
subsidy orientation reduction in transaction costs both in credit and savings
operations, profitable social banking with almost 100 per cent repayment
of loans at the bank level and add-on activity leading to deepening of
NGOs’ intervention as cementing factor for core developmental functions
at the NGO level. Further the progress so far has established the bank



ability of the poor women. The success of the SHG-Bank Linkage
programme has evoked widespread interest in different quarters.

By using the existing rural financial infrastructure of 1,50,000
banking and cooperative retail outlets and linking them to savings and
credit groups with joint liability, there are economies of scale and scope,
resulting in substantially lower transaction costs. On account of massive
support from governmental and non-governmental agencies and the
banking sector, the programme grew rapidly by March 2002,
encompassed 5,00,000 SHGs with 8 million members, covering
40 million household members. Average loan sizes are ` 22,240 per
SHG and ` 1,300 per member. Its balanced emphasis on both savings
and credit, it is the largest micro finance and not just micro credit
programme in the developing world. By 2008, it is expected to cover a
population of 100 million, which is one-third of India’s rural poor.
209 cooperative banks, 191 regional rural banks and 44 commercial
banks are involved as SHG banking partners with 17,085 participating
branches. There can be no doubt about the programme’s outreach to the
poor but is it viable for the banks? Is SHG banking a poverty-lending
programme, which may be of immense benefit to the poor, but only
thrives on subsidies; or is it a commercial preposition that can be
recommended to all banks as an instrument of both outreach and
institutional viability.

NABARD itself a profit-making institution will continue to lend its
support at market rates of interest. The costs of governmental and non-
governmental support agencies are externalized and financed from other
sources. Some banks have internalized the costs of institution-building
and training and still make a profit; at higher interest rates, virtually all
banks could internalize these costs and bear all its costs. However, the
viability of the rural banking sector as a whole is a critical wider issue,
which in many cases requires major restructuring, reorientation, and
revamping of financial technologies; much can be learned here from
SHG banking.

Funding Support
NABARD launched a Pilot Project for linking 500 SHGs with banks

in 1991-92. The SDC, which had a mutually beneficial and constructive
partnership with erstwhile ARDC/NABARD since 1979 had provided
NABARD the necessary encouragement for launching the pilot and



supporting the same. It is important to note that the earlier experience of
promotional funding support from SDC had enabled NABARD to evolve
innovative credit packages and promotional programmes for the
development of rural non-farm sector. This experience had positively
influenced the launch of the pilot project. In pursuance of an agreement
between NABARD and SDC, a fund styled as “Credit and Financial
Services Fund” CFSF was set up on 1st April, 1995 within NABARD. The
objective of the fund is to support banking and financial service institutions
for undertaking innovations so as to improve the efficiency of the credit
delivery and services to rural borrowers, particularly the unreached poor.
The initial funding requirement for promotion, capacity building and
NABARD’s refinance to banks was made available from CFSF.

Strategic Support
NGO SHPIs for promotion of SHGs were met out of funding and

facilitation support from SDC. However, NGOs are still playing the most
prominent role in group formation and nurturing prior to establishing
linkages with banks. With the number of specialized micro finance
institutions outside the established banking system increasing rapidly,
Model III appears next to Model I – to have a great prospect for the future.
The support from NABARD covers the following main aspects:
(1) Financial Support in Refinance drawn by banks (in 2001-02: ` 3,958
million; cumulative refinance up to March 2002: ` 7,965 million).

The basic strategy contained three elements: (1) The NGO which
identified the SHG and provided adequate SHG capacity building
support including support to build-up capital by regular savings.
NABARD provides the funds under its R&D programme also to match
the savings of the SHGs in the banks which extended a line of credit
directly to mature SHGs without determining the purpose for which the
members could use the loans, or any other norms like restricting the loan
size to tangible assets or determining unit costs for loans coverage.

It was NABARD that took the initiative of testing the strategic concept
in Indian conditions and also had the courage, resources and could influence
policy throughout the rural banking sector. The Linkage Banking programme
was started in 1992 when RBI/NABARD circulated guidelines to banks for
financing informal SHGs. This was one of the most pioneering acts in target
group oriented rural banking in Asia. In fact, the SHGs benefited from the
comparative advantages of these three strategic elements but to consider SHG



as a sound investment opportunity was a bold innovative step. It was found
later that the Linkage Banking model was by far the most cost-effective
approach in lending to poverty groups.

There are studies commissioned by NABARD with financial assistance
from the SDC, GTZ, and IFAD. The focus of these five studies are:

 A review of the progress and impact of the overall strategy for
scaling up the SHG-Bank Linkage programme over the last
decade

 Role and scope of NGOs and non-NGO agencies as SHPI
 Study on commercial aspects of impact of SHG-Bank Linkage

programme on bank branches
 Evaluation of SHG-Bank Linkage programme based on the

economic indicators on the members of SHGs
 Impact of SHG-Bank Linkage programme on Social Indicators

and Empowerment of the members

I am sure that the learning points emerging out of the
deliberations of the wide range of participants would help NABARD
and its development partners to fine-tune their strategy and approach
for the next few years.

Small-scale Industrial Development Bank of India
SIDBI was established in 1990 to serve as the principal financial

institution for promotion, financing and development of industry in the
small-scale sector and to coordinate the functions of the institutions engaged
in promoting, financing and development of industry in the small-scale
sector. The increasing national efforts to cater to the credit needs of the poor,
especially in rural areas, SIDBI has recognized SHGs “as a promising tool
for job creation and income generation” for the poor. Under its micro credit
scheme MCS launched in February 1994, SIDBI has been providing
financial support to well managed NGOs for on-lending to the poor
individuals or their groups with emphasis on women for setting up micro
enterprises. Wherever SHGs have been organized, the funds are lent to them
for on-lending to their members, thereby developing a group corpus fund. The
loan conditions include a maximum loan amount of ` 10,000 per individual
since raised to ` 25,000 and in exceptional cases allowed up to ` 50,000 with
repayment period of 12 months to 24 months. However, the quantum of
minimum loan to an NGO is ` 10 lakh with no maximum cap. The loans from



SIDBI to NGOs are repayable within five years. Thus enabling recycling of
funds for three to five times. The interest rate from SIDBI to NGOs is 9 per
cent and on-lending to the SHGs is allowed at a maximum rate of 15 per cent
per annum. The assistance under MCS has been utilized for undertaking
income generation activities like production of tussar silk, poultry and dairy
products, fisheries, ready-made garments, jewellery and wool spinning.

Under the scheme, SIDBI also provides capacity building grants
to NGOs for meeting managerial salaries, strengthening accounting
and managerial capabilities and for training SHGs in credit
utilization and delivery to the target group. SIDBI had sanctioned
loans aggregating ` 29.42 crore and grants of the order of ` 1.29 crore
reaching over 2,06,000 poor, mainly women in 1999 through 142 NGOs
across 24 states. Out of these sanctions, loan amount of ` 7.45
crore and grant assistance of ` 0.40 crore had been released by SIDBI.

The impact study carried out by SIDBI indicate that the support
provided through NGOs has reached deserving poor women who
otherwise were unable to access credit from the formal banking system.
Such credit has resulted in increased turnover and income of majority of
borrowers, increased savings of members, and on-time repayment rates
above 92 per cent. SIDBI has launched a micro credit foundation, viz.,
SIDBI Foundation for Micro Credit SFMC in November 1998 on an
all-India basis for effective management of financial risks involved in
MCS and to further scale up its operations under MCS. An amount of
` 100 crore has been earmarked for its current operations.

Rashtriya Mahila Kosh
With a view to enhancing the flow of credit to the women and

supporting promotional measures, particularly for those in the unorganized
sector the Government of India established Rashtriya Mahila Kosh in
March 1993 as a society under the Societies Registration Act , 1860.

Since its inception in 1993, RMK has been supporting NGOs for
providing financial services to the poor women all over the country. It
provides interest-bearing loans to NGOs, Cooperative Societies and
Women Development Corporations (WDCs) in a small measure, interest-
free loans convertible into grants to NGOs for promotion of SHGs. It
promotes SHG approach to encourage empowerment of women.
RMK gives both short and medium term loans up to ` 7,500 per



individual at 8 per cent rate of interest which the NGO can on-lend to
either individuals or SHGs at an interest rate not exceeding 12 per cent.

Recognising SHGs as appropriate mechanism for reaching the poor
women, RMK has evolved a support scheme for formation and stabilization
of SHGs. Under this scheme, an NGO can be given an interest-free loan of up
to ` 1 lakh for the development and stabilization of 25 SHGs. This loan is
convertible into grant subject to the formation of the SHGs, collection of
regular savings and revolving of a major portion of the savings as loans to
individual members.

RMK has evolved different schemes like Umbrella, Nodal Agency
and Resource NGO schemes.

At present, RMK’s operations are spread over 19 states and have
benefited over 2.95 lakh borrowers. RMK had sanctioned loans worth
` 61.18 crore in 1999 of these, ` 45.22 crore had been disbursed to
377 NGOs including ` 94 lakh for SHG support. The repayment
performance of RMK loans has been around 95 per cent RMK has been
instrumental in the formation of the India Collective for Micro Finance
(ICMF) a federation of NGOs advocating, practicing or facilitating fund
support by way of MF. The main objective of ICMF is capacity building of
intermediary agencies in terms of training, dissemination of best practices
in MF, information compilation, translation of the material into the local
language and the strengthening of local networks formed with similar
objectives.

Grameen Bank
The international donor agencies supporting savings and credit

programmes have initially provided soft assistance to Grameen Bank
carrying interest rate from nil to 3 per cent. These funds could be
considered similar to tier II capital for the Grameen Bank. Grameen
Trust, a body promoted by the Grameen Bank, Bangladesh for
encouraging replication of Grameen methodology is providing soft
loan assistance at 2 per cent per annum to MFIs. It provides support
to NGOs, 60 per cent of the funds as soft loan for business plan and
40 per cent as interest-free returnable grant for meeting the
operational expenditure.

Financing for Shelter



Housing loans are also provided by MFIs. SHARE, DHAN
Foundation, and SPMS are some of the MFIs providing this service to
the rural poor. Generally, housing loans have longer repayment
periods of 3 to 4 years and slightly lower interest rates calculated on
reducing balances. The housing finance programmes are usually
refinanced by national-level housing development finance companies
such as the public sector Housing and Urban Development
Corporation (HUDCO) and the private sector Housing Development
Finance Corporation (HDFC). Both these institutions have been
expanding their programmes of support for MFIs and, as a result,
housing finance is expected to become an important component of
MFI portfolios. The present outstandings of these institutions with
MFIs are estimated to be of the order of ` 10 crore.

The Activists for Social Alternatives
ASA is a micro finance institution in Tamil Nadu, India with focus

both financial and non-financial services for the poor. It provides credit
through its Grama Vidiyal Programme to 68,000 women clients spread
over six districts of Tamil Nadu. The non-financial initiatives include a
micro enterprise cell and education cell that facilitate: (i) entrepreneurial
development and market linkages for its clients, and (ii) to promote literacy
among children of ASA members as well as non-members through its
Vidiyal Model School. Adam Ross and Paula Savanti Harvard University
guided by Prof. Antoinette Scholar MIT-Sloan during their internship at
the Centre developed a case study examining group lending mechanisms
and micro enterprise choice of ASA and CASHPOR another MFI clients.
The objective of this study was to identify areas and generate hypotheses to
test for further research.

Bharat Integrated Social Welfare Agency
BISWA is an NGO focused on development activities in Odisha, India.

They state their three key activities as being: (i) Micro finance; (ii) Micro
enterprise; and (iii) Social development. This organization operates in
22 districts with 72,000 members organized in 4,700 SHGs out of which
38,000 clients have accessed the micro finance programme. BISWA has
also initiated programmes in micro enterprise, education, human care. In
collaboration with BISWA, the Centre is conducting a study to examine the
impact of insecticide treated nets (ITNs) on health particularly malarial
morbidity and mortality productivity and willingness to pay, led by



Professors Aprajit Maharan, Stanford University and Alessandro Tarozzi,
Duke University.

CASHPOR
CASHPOR is a micro finance institution with a mission to identify

and motivate poor women and deliver financial services to them.
CASHPOR has programmes in eight countries of the world and it is
headquartered in Seremban, Malaysia. They began their micro finance
programme in India in the state of Uttar Pradesh. The organization was also
the first pilot for ICICI Bank’s partnership model for micro credit activities
in India. Currently it caters to around 50,000 clients and has a plan to reach
8,00,000 borrowers over the next five years. Prof. Savita Shankar of IFMR
is leading a study at the Centre to understand the composition of lender’s
transaction costs in the delivery of micro finance. CASHPOR is one of the
partner organizations for this study.

Grameen Koota
Grameen Koota is a micro finance institution based in the state of

Karnataka modelled on the Grameen Bank Bangladesh. Apart from
offering financial services to its clients, they also conduct programmes
in health and nutrition, enterprise development, literacy and sanitation.
They currently operate in 574 villages spread over three districts if
Karnataka with a client base of 27,600 women members. A health
insurance scheme, Arogya Raksha Yojna was offered to clients of
Grameen Koota in two branches in 2005, The Centre in collaboration
with Grameen Koota is currently conducting a study to understand the
factors that influence uptake and the determinants for renewal of health
insurance, and provide policy specific insights for insurers.

Gram Vikas
Gram Vikas is a rural development organization working in the

state of Odisha serving a population of over 1,40,000 people in 400
villages. MANTRA – Movement and Action Network for
Transformation of Rural Areas – is the programme and process through
which it realizes its vision. Their interventions include promotion of
infrastructure livelihoods and food security education and health, and
self-governance. The organization aims at a ‘critical mass’ in each
Gram Panchayat. They work in right now formation with at least
20 per cent of the population in each. In all villages, they promote the



formation and strengthening of SHGs. They aspire to work with one per
cent approximately 80-1,00,000 families of Odisha’s population over
the next decade. The Centre in collaboration with Gram Vikas, led by
Professors Esther Duflo MIT, Michael Greenstone MIT, and Rema
Hanna NYU is conducting a study on the impact of smokeless chulhas
on health, household productivity and fuel efficiency.

ICICI Bank
ICICI Bank is India’s second largest bank and its largest private

sector bank with a significant presence in Retail Banking, Commercial
Banking, Project Finance and Financial Markets and through its
subsidiaries in Life Insurance, General Insurance, Investment Banking
and Venture Capital. ICICI Bank has recently built a significant
presence in the rural and micro finance segment in recently built a
significant presence in the services including credit, insurance life,
accident, health and weather remittance and investment products in rural
India with an outreach to over 5,00,000 rural and poor households. The
business is being scaled up to cover new geographies and extend a
broader range of financial services.

KAS Foundation
KAS Foundation is a micro finance institution operating in the states

of Odisha and Chhattisgarh. It was founded in August 2003 by
Mr. Kathiresan Sundaram and has around 12,000 SHGs as of August 2005
spread over 24 districts, out of which 4,200 have been linked to the banks.
KAS aims to expand its outreach to at least 20,000 SHGs and JLGs
currently have around 100 JLGs each in these regions by 2007. Prof.
Sendhil Mullainathan Harvard is leading two research projects with the
objective of examining the effect of varying repayment schedules at the
KAS Foundation in collaboration with CMF.
Micro Save

Micro Save aims at strengthening the capacity of financial
services providers to deliver market-led financial solutions. They
work with a diverse range of financial institutions including postal
savings bank, commercial banks, non-bank financial institutions and
NGO-MFIs providing training and technical assistance on themes



including strategic marketing and market research, costing and
pricing of financial services, product roll-out, institutional and
product risk analysis. Micro Save India based at IFMR, Chennai will
set up the Financial Services Learning Centre FSLC as a part of its
larger efforts to set up a nationwide training infrastructure for MFIs.

SEWA Bank
SEWA Bank, a large micro credit organization in Gujarat runs one

of India’s leading urban micro finance programmes and has been
operating for the last 30 years. It lends exclusively to women. SEWA is
the only micro credit lender available to low-income women in the
Ahmedabad area. The bank currently offers a range of lending and
savings products including over 77,500 small-scale entrepreneurial
loans that are collected on a daily basis by loan managers called Saathin.
The Centre in collaboration with SEWA Bank is conducting studies to
understand drivers of default and effect of expanding guarantor’s pool
led by Professors Rohini Pande Yale and Erica Field Harvard.
Social Initiatives Group

SIG is the not-for-profit group promoted by ICICI Bank for initiatives
to improve the capacity of the poor in India to participate in the socio-
economic processes. The SIG believes that the three fundamental
capacities any individual should possess to be able to participate in the
larger economy are in the areas of health, education and access to basic
financial services. Within these broad areas, it focuses on infant health at
birth, elementary education and micro financial services. The SIG funds
initiatives in the three focus areas and ensures that the key issues cost
effectiveness scalability and impact assessments are addressed in any
programme it supports. The SIG also promotes active dissemination of
research and partnerships in these areas.

Spandana
Spandana is one of the fastest growing MFIs is India based in the

state of Andhra Pradesh, India. It is one of ICICI Bank’s leading
partners in partnership model and operates in four districts covering
848 villages and slums through its micro finance programme. Apart
from offering standard and innovative savings, loans and insurance
products to the poor it also offers non-financial services through both
not-for-profit and corporate partnerships. They are the only alpha plus



rated organization 2003-04 in India. Professor Abhijit Banerjee and
Esther Duflo from the Poverty Action Lab, MIT in collaboration with
Spandana and CMF are conducting an impact evaluation of micro
credit in 100 slums of Hyderabad and Andhra Pradesh.

BASIX
BASIX is a new generation livelihood promotion institution

established in 1996, working in an area of 44 districts and eight states of
India. Its mission is to promote a large number of sustainable livelihoods,
including for the rural poor and women, through the provision of financial
services and technical assistance in an integrated manner. BASIX will
strive to yield a competitive rate of return to its investors so as to be able to
access mainstream capital and human resources on a continuous basis.
MYRADA

MYRADA stands for Mysore Resettlement and Development
Agency. MYRADA was started in 1968. Its history can be divided into
two periods. From 1968 to 1978-79, MYRADA was involved entirely in
the resettlement of Tibetan refugees. From 1978-79 MYRADA has been
involved with the rural poor. MYRADA has initiated a district strategy in
four districts, through a network of NGOs, banks and private institutions to
foster livelihood strategies through the promotion of Self-Help Affinity
Groups (SAGs) Watershed Management Associations, Organic Farming,
Integrated Pest Management, technical support for off-farm livelihoods,
preventive health and functional literacy.

1.3 MULTILATERAL INSTITUTIONS

ACCION
ACCION is a non-profit organization founded in 1961 whose

mission is to provide small loans and technical assistance to those
around the world who are under serviced by local banks. As a micro
finance organization ACCION provides loans, to help small business
owners start or maintain their companies when traditional banks won’t
offer them a loan. ACCION originally operated solely in South
America, and has now expanded into Africa, the United States and
India. By partnering with local micro finance institutions, ACCION is
able to reach a wide range of potential borrowers while increasing local
participation in poverty alleviation.



Consultative Group to Assist the Poor (CGAP)
It is a consortium of 33 public and private development agencies

working together to expand access to financial services for the poor in
developing countries. These aid agencies and industry leaders created
CGAP to help create permanent financial services for the poor on a
large-scale often referred to as “micro finance” make it a potent
convening platform to generate global consensus on standards and
norms. As such, CGAP is a resource centre for the entire micro finance
industry where it incubates and supports new ideas innovative products,
cutting-edge technology, novel mechanisms for delivering financial
services, and concrete solutions to the challenges of expanding micro
finance. Institutions including MFIs government policymakers and
regulators and other service providers such as auditors and rating
agencies. These four groups are the architects of a vibrant micro
finance sector, as it is being integrated into the formal financial systems
of all countries. To each of these client groups, CGAP provides
specialized services – advisory services, training research and
development, consensus building on standards, and information
dissemination.

Sa-Dhan
Sa-Dhan is a specialized network of Community Development

Finance Institutions for the purpose of developing and establishing an
association that can take forward the collective requirements of the
organizations, in terms of dialoguing with policymakers, capacity
building, and identification and development of minimum standards of
performance in a participatory manner so that the challenge of
professionally creating a large number of sustainable livelihoods.
Sa-Dhan incorporated on July 21st, 1999 and designed and developed as
that platform to share, understand and learn the different perspectives,
competencies and experiences, the source for better quality services and
more dialogue with the government through a common platform of MF
practitioners is required, highlighting their ability and potential.
Sa-Dhan’s evolution was the result of the stated need for a common
platform for micro finance in India by the key practitioners in the micro
finance sector who recognized that despite their diversity they had to
increase the outreach of existing programmes, launch new initiatives or
negotiate with policymakers for a favourable environment.



Unitus
Unitus is a non-profit organization taking a hybrid approach to

fighting global poverty. The proven strategies from the venture capital,
investment banking and strategy consulting industries are executed at
Unitus. Unitus envisions a world where micro finance is available to every
individual. We work towards this vision by accelerating the growth of the
world’s highest-potential emerging micro finance institutions. Unitus
provides capital investments and capacity-building consulting, thus
empowering these organizations to scale and provide life-changing
financial services to organization is www.Unitus.com.

Mutually Aided Cooperative Societies
The Swayamkrushi Women’s Development Mutually Aided

Society: It is registered under Andhra Pradesh Mutually Aided Act,
1995 started as an activity in YCO during 1992. The mission of
Women’s cooperative is to promote large livelihoods, including for the
rural poor and particularly a provision of financial services and technical
assistance. The women’s cooperative will strive to yield a competitive
investors so as to be able to access mainstream capital on a continuous
basis. It was one of linking SHGs and banks that identify a few major
issues and weaknesses. The main aim of the women’s cooperative is to
develop its members and make the women as real owners by owning an
institution rather than depending on the charity of others.

Mahila Vikas
To foster a process of ongoing change through thrift and credit in

favour of the poor and marginalized women in a way in which they can
attain sustainability through this process, building and managing
appropriate and innovative local level institutions rooted in values of justice,
equity and mutual support. To promote strategies through which the full
potential of women and children are realized. To promote the advancement
of women’s human rights, equality and empowerment as an integral part of
the transition.

Emerging Micro Finance Institutions in India
In recognition of the demand for financial services among the poor

over the past few years, MFIs have evolved systems that allow for the



poor to receive credit supply. Today, this provision of credit and other
services is reaching a critical size forcing NGO-MFIs to take new forms
and establish new linkages.

Cooperative Banks
In the cooperative banking segment engaged in micro finance

among the poor, in addition to the SEWA Bank, Ahmedabad, the latest
entrant is the Cuttack Urban Cooperative Bank. The SEWA Bank is
registered as cooperative society with banking license from the RBI.
SEWA Bank started with 4,000 shareholding members in 1974 and by
the end of 1998 it had more than 26,000 shareholders. A cooperative
bank has many advantages over NBFCs the dual control of Registrar of
Cooperatives (ROC) and the RBI has in many ways restricted these
institutions in achieving their full potential. It is now time to remove the
unnecessary control of the ROC or alternatively the ROC regulates only
the institutional aspect of the cooperative bank while the RBI regulates
the functional aspect. It is suggested measures to strengthen the
cooperative banking movement in India submitted its report in July
2000 in which several legislative reforms to strengthen cooperative
banks were suggested.

The perspective is two-fold — the lack of any market-based
incentives for performance for the channels, i.e., commercial banks and
RRBs of credit and deposit mobilization and the continued use of
lending technology which has systematically eroded credit discipline
and has made the practice of micro finance difficult in India than in
many other developing countries. The Government of India added one
more channel to reach the poor through credit. In the Sixth Five-Year
Plan, the government launched several anti-poverty programmes like,
Integrated Rural Development Programme (IRDP), Training of Rural
Youth for Self-Employment (TRYSEM), Development of Women and
Children in Rural Areas (DWRCA), National Rural Employment
Programme (NREP) and Rural Landless Employment Guarantee
Programme (RLEGP).

After bank nationalization, the vast banking system apparatus was used
to advance credit to the rural population and functioned as the conduit for
poverty alleviation schemes under the Five-Year Plans and the IRDP. The
RBI’s stipulation that at least 40 per cent of the bank advances must be made
towards the so-called priority sectors was important in two very different ways.
Firstly, the developmental goals of the government and its intention to use the
banks to achieve those goals were made realizable that is the bank had to
function beyond its ‘typical’ role, in a development-oriented capacity.
Secondly, by specifying the amounts to be lent to the priority sectors 18 per



cent for agriculture, 10 per cent for the weaker sections. The decision making
powers of the bank were severely curtailed. Consequently, the bank while
doing directed lending, aimed to meet targets in terms of amounts advanced
against guidelines stipulated by the RBI.

Market Players
Micro credit is the most common product offering micro

finance in India is because of savings, thrift. Micro insurance
constitute a miniscule segment of the micro finance space in India.
Most micro finance loans are defined as loans with amounts not
exceeding ` 50,000 in aggregate per individual small enterprise as
per Development Regulation Bill, 2007. MFIs are the main players
in the micro finance space in India; their primary product is micro
credit. Other players that extend micro finance services in addition to
their core business include banks and insurance companies,
agricultural and dairy cooperatives, corporate organizations such as
fertilizer companies and handloom house, and the postal network,
additionally, there are specialized lenders, called apex MFIs that
provide both loans and capacity-building support to MFIs.

Legal Structure
Only MFIs registered as cooperatives or depositing NBFCs can

collect savings-deposits; a few MFIs registered as societies and trusts
continue to accept savings-deposits, and thus face regulatory risks.

Urban Micro Finance
The best urban micro finance technologies are ways of making

loans and collecting them at a price that covers the cost of serving.
These new technologies are webs of policies, practices and contract
design that reduce the cost of judging the risk of potential borrowers,
processing their signals of creditworthiness and monitoring and
enforcing repayment. Common elements of the new technologies are
group-liability contracts that tie access to future loans for all members to
good repayment by each member. Loan officers monitor borrowers only
when they miss of the frequent instalments. Given the fluidity of funds
between the household and the firm, lenders evaluate the risk not of the
single project listed by the borrower on the loan application but rather of
all the diverse cash flows of all household members. Simple procedures
and markets support the transaction costs small for short loans.



Commercial lending institutions require borrowers a stable source
of income out of which principal and interest can be paid back.
However, the income of many self-employed households is not stable,
regardless of its size. A large number of small loans are needed to serve
the poor, but lenders prefer dealing with large loans in small numbers to
minimize administrative costs. They also look for collateral with a clear
title – which many low-income households do not have. Bankers tend to
consider low-income a bad risk imposing exceedingly high information
monitoring costs. Suitable credit delivery operational mechanism
requires effective delivery services, equity for fair distribution of
benefits and opportunities. Efficiency for favourable ratio of costs to
outputs, stability should not confront with the structural barriers of
inequity in the growth, procedures and rewards, positive interest rates of
loans tuned with market rates and self-sufficiency of institutions decide
the purpose of credit, size of loan and repayment schedule based on the
viability of activity. Community monitoring of the utilization of credit
shift from subsistence credit for consumption needs to sustainable credit
for income generation activities. The bank revolving common funds
enhances management skills. Pressure among members leads to high
degree of repayment. Decisions fund management and utilization be
recorded for members. Seasonal variation may be taken into account
while fixing the minimum monthly savings. Second loan be arrived till
the first loan is repaid. Large loans for a single borrower be avoided.

Micro finance schemes cover the lending and administrative
costs of running the project. Micro finance institutions should offer
enterprise support terms to handhold beneficiaries, moving from
consumption to micro enterprises. Motivation and commitment of the
staff are paramount in micro finance organizations to undertake the
poverty alleviation programmes. Similarly, capacity building for
SHGs includes commitment building for SHGs and competence
building to absorb the credit effectively. The micro finance
interventions should be supplemented with cooperation of NGOs that
are catalysts in educating the poor and helping the poor in value
addition for providing market linkages to the products. It can be
concluded that, micro finance is providing access to financial services
to the poor and thus alleviating poverty.

MFIs differ from one another in terms of lending model, loan repayment
structure, model of interest rate calculation, product offerings, legal structure,



etc. In terms of lending model, MFIs may be classified as lenders to groups or
as lenders to individuals. In India, MFIs usually adopt the group-based
lending models, which are of two types as SHG model and the JLG solidarity
group model, under the SHG model, an MFI lends to a group of 10 to 20
women. Under the SHG-Bank Linkage model, an NGO promotes a group
and gets banks to extend loans to the group. Under the JLG model, loans are
extended to, and recovered from, each member of the group unlike under the
SHG model, where the loan is extended to the group as a whole. The most
popular JLG models are the Grameen Bank model developed by Bangladesh
Grameen Bank and the ASA model developed by ASA. Most of the large
MFIs in India follow a hybrid of the group models. The model of lending to
individuals is similar to the retail loan financing model of banks. In India,
MFIs adopting the group lending models extend individual loans to more
successful borrowers who have completed a few loan cycles as part of a
group and good repayment track record. Corporate also undertake micro
finance by extending credit to farmers; this helps the companies strengthen
their procurement and distribution networks.

MFIs second model is loan repayment structures model. Most MFIs
following the JLG model adopt the weekly and fortnightly repayment
structure. MFIs lending to traders in marketplaces also offer daily repayment,
while MFIs extending agricultural loans have bullet- and cash-flow-based
repayment structures depending on the crop patterns.

Inter-state Calculation
Micro finance is additionally useful for forming a consensus about

the freedom to set interest rates. Banks lending less than ` 2,000 to
individuals may not charge more than their prime rate, which is currently
around 10.5 per cent, while the rate at which they lend to MFIs or at which
MFIs lend to clients is not regulated. Some in the industry support a rate
cap in the interest of consumer protection, but most prefer to allow MFIs
the ability to set rates as they see fit, and allow competition to drive them
down. In addition to interest rates, some MFIs also charge a processing fee
comprising a certain proportion of the loan amount sanctioned, at the time
of disbursement.

Most MFIs in India are solely engaged in extending micro credit
a few also extend saving/thrift, insurance, pension, and remittance
facilities. Certain MFIs have tied up with insurance companies and
mutual networks funds created by community-owned organizations.



The savings are either collected by the MFI or the SHG. In the latter
method, the MFI or NGO encourages the SHG to collect savings/thrift
from each member of the group on a weekly/monthly basis and rotate
the savings/thrift among members. An MFI collecting savings from
borrowers may either make it compulsory for borrowers/members to
have savings with it, or offer voluntary savings services to both
members/non-members.

Models of Micro Finance
 Conventional Models
 NGOs Models
 Business Facilitator or Business Correspondent Model
 Bank-MFI Lending Model
 Partnership Model Micro Finance Institutions Model
1. Conventional Models: There are direct and indirect

conventional models of lending to SHGs. Direct method, access
to loans from financing banks based on their independent credit
standing and savings or loan accounts of the group are
maintained and operated at the financing branch. As a corollary,
credit decisions of the banks are made based on the appraisal of
individual SHGs. The credit risk under this method is borne by
the financing bank. There are very few SHGs, which have
autonomous origin. Generally, there is a definite support
mechanism in the form SHPI to facilitate the interaction between
the financing bank and the groups. Indirect models are adopted to
route finances through the intermediation of repute NGOs and
SHPIs. In the absence of necessary confidence for lending directly
to SHGs, RBI and NABARD have recognized indirect financing of
SHGs as an important method for reaching the rural poor under
SHGs operated by SHGs at the financing branch, whereas the loans
are extended to credit risk is that of an intermediary NGO. The
banks bear only a secondary risk. Since, the banks extends loans to
an intermediary they primarily appraise the credit standing of the
agency. However, the quantum of credit based upon the strengths
and weaknesses, the resources mobilization credit requirements,
working procedures adopted by SHGs for managing savings and
loan portfolios, etc. Indirect funding through voluntary associations,



civil societies and other NGOs also suffers from some
disadvantages.

2. NGO Models: SHG is the representative of the NGO that
handholds through the initial phase of stabilization. They ensure the
conduct of meetings, transact the monetary business, support in
maintaining books of accounts and operate the bank account. Later
these activities are performed by different persons under different
models. MYRADA an NGO believes in capacity-building only and
once the groups are linked to a bank they disassociate themselves
from the group. A group engages its member as an accountant to
write up books and maintain accounts on honorarium basis paid by
the groups. Under the Sa-Dhan NGO model, the officials of
Sa-Dhan never fully disassociate themselves from the groups. They
make sure that the groups remain vibrant and help the groups
employ trained manpower to take care of administrative work. The
groups pay a service charge for the services apart from paying the
accountant.
ICICI Bank model has gone one step further making one
person responsible for all administrative work and in
sustaining the groups. Remuneration of these people depends
on the number of groups managed by their performance. The
groups pay service charges to the NGO for their services. MFIs
which borrow money and lend on their own account like the
Grameen Bank also manage the groups not exactly SHGs, but
smaller JLGs directly through their employees. The MFIs take
care of their expenses from the interest spread.
NGOs should prepay the deposits collected and continue the
lending activity only. RBI may permit a time of two-three
years as a transitional period to convert into either MACS or
NBFCs. The size of the loan to individual members of SHGs
not to exceed ` 50,000. The interest charged by NGO to be
made public and method of fixation be transparent, it could
cover the capacity-building and management costs as well.
NGOs need to adopt the accounting recognition standards as
applicable during the recommended transitional period. Many
banks have already lent to NGOs for onward lending.



3. Business Facilitator Model: The bank may carry-out due
diligence on the Business Facilitators. If it is an organization so as to
ensure that they have the aptitude and capability to perform the role
of Business Facilitators. Banking outsourced functions are in the
nature of facilitation support services and may include identification
of borrowers, fitment of activities, collection of applications and
verification of primary information; preliminary appraisal of the
credit. A simple credit scoring model may be employed. Persons or
organizations having satisfactory dealings with banks may be
preferred. Minimum eligibility criteria such as, education, age,
knowledge of local area, language, non-affiliation with political and
religious organizations and absence of any criminal record an be
fixed in the case of individual person managing the organization.
The banks are expected to evolve their own criteria for the purpose
based on the feedback from the member banks.
Apart from the facilitation support, it may be possible to use
several intuitions as agents for providing assistance in the
financial on behalf of the banks. Properly identified “Business
Correspondents” under contractual arrangement may be
allowed to functions as “Pass through” agents. The
correspondents would provide other value added services, such
as: (i) disbursal of small value credit, (ii) recovery of principal
collection of interest, (iii) sale of micro insurance/mutual fund
products/pension products. In respect of all such transactions,
the correspondents will be authorized to accept deliver cash
either at the doorstep of the customer or any other convenient
locations subject to the cap fixed by the parent bank. The
business correspondents may be monitored closely and based
on their satisfactory performance over a period of time, not
less than one year, and subject to the comfort of the bank, they
may also provide services like collection of small deposits,
receipt and delivery of remittances other payment instruments,
subject to certain limits and compliance with statutory and
regulatory requirements in this regard.
Some of the banks and respondents expressed certain
apprehensions about the intermediaries under the proposed
arrangement, such as: (i) undue exploitation poor people, (ii)
lack of credibility, (iii) informed cost of operations with the



introduction of an additional tier, (iv) capability and long-term
sustainability, (v) lack of honesty leading to misuse of funds,
(vi) poor financial discipline, (vii) customer complaints and
grievances affecting the image of the bank, (viii) customer
confidentiality, (ix) dilution of KYC norms, (x) improper
internal control and (xi) scope for the emergence of staff-agent
nexus.

4. Bank-MFI Lending Model: Under Lending to NGO-MFI
model, an aggregate amount is placed with the NGO-MFI by
lending institution as a term loan out of which the MFI draws
funds to SHGs or individuals. This model largely transfers the
entire functions of appraisal, operation and maintenance of
accounts to the MFI. This has a federal structure. Institutions
like NABARD and SIDBI may also extend the facility to start-
up MFIs. Large part of funds lying with State and Central
Level Development Finance Corporations, if feasible, may also
be channelized, through NABARD to identified MFIs for
effective flow of funds to the target groups. In the absence of a
large number of reputed MFIs, many banks are lending partly
to meet their priority sector only to a few MFIs. There is,
however, no exchange of information among the lending
bankers this may expose them to several risks of over-
financing. It is suggested that banks may consider encouraging
a “consortium” approach for such financial arrangements. The
table given below gives a specific picture of MFI-Bank
Linkage Model Progress:

Table 1.1
MFI-Bank Linkage Model Progress

Sl.
No.

Parti-
culars

2006-07
As on 31st March

2007-08
As on 31st March

Per cent of
Growth 2007-08

2008-09
As on 31st March

Per cent of
Growth 2008-09

No. of
SHGs

Amount No. of
SHGs

Amount No. of
SHGs

Amount No. of
SHGs

Amount No. of
SHGs

Amount

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 Bank
Loans
Disbur-
sed to
MFI

334 1151.56 518 1970.15 55.1 71.1 581 3732.33 12.2 89.4



2 Banks
Loans
Outsta-
nding
with
MFIs

550 1584.48 1109 2784.84 101.6 73.5 1915 5009.09 72.7 82.2

Source: NABARD Status Report of Micro Finance in India 2008-09, p. iii.

The actual number of MFIs provided with bank loans would be
less as several MFIs have availed loans from more than one
bank. The above table depicts per cent growth of MFI Bank
Linkage model since 2006-2009. The data of the above table
shows remarkable performance of MFI in the year 2007-08 in
both the respect of number of SHGs and amount sanctioned.

5. Partnership Model: This “Model” has been popularized by
the new generation banks. The partnership model, has been
pioneered by a large new private sector banks. This releases
the MFIs from their capital constraints and allows them to
achieve rapid increase in the outreach. The unique
innovation in this model is that the MFI evaluates,
recommends, originates the loans, helps in disbursal and
subsequently tracks and collects the loans. However, the
loans sit on the books of the bank and not of the MFI. This
model has overcome the constraints of capitalization of the
MFI. MFIs provide a service charge collected from the
borrowers. It also provides FLDG to the bank to a certain
extent of the limit sanctioned in the form of a security
deposit with the bank so as to maintain its stake in the loan
portfolio. Since MFIs find this deposit amount too large to
mobilize, further innovation by providing the FLDG amount
as an overdraft limit to the MFI has also been tried out. The
partnership model has potential of expanding the outreach of
banks, particularly those having limited branch network.

6. Micro Finance Institutions Model: NABARD and the RBI
close coordination characterized the growth of the micro credit
movement till 1999; the Government of India took an active
interest in the subject as evidenced by the successive
announcements. Since micro finance is considered as financing
for poor and micro credit is positioned as a development
strategy for anti-poverty programmes,. Similarly, the credit
delivery systems through informal channels like SHGs are



equated with micro finance. Sometimes, micro finance is
referred to as credit for micro enterprises. However, the
complex micro economic condition of the poor demands credit
for consumption purpose on a continuing basis which is partly
met by moneylenders. Micro credit, thus necessarily meets the
consumption needs. In fact, some of the consumption needs
like, expenditure towards health care, nutrition, etc., contribute
to the improved productivity of individuals. The common
characteristics in a micro credit programme are targeting the
poorest group activity, quick disbursement of small and short-
term loans, market determined interest rates, participating
credit division, transparency in operations, default
management, provision for package of financial and non-
financial services for the poor.
The poor need access to credit. Absence of formal employment
makes them ‘non-bankable’. This forces them to borrow from
local moneylenders at exorbitant interest rate. Most poor
people manage mobilize resources to develop their enterprises
and dwellings slowly over the time.
The micro finance practitioners are often confronted by
dilemma paramount to performance related issues over human
processes. It is seen that several agencies competing for social
immobilization are quite efficient in raising grassroots
structures using short out procedures. These structures without
functional orientation seldom perform in market context. From
the standpoint of organizational sustainability and functional
transparency, processes entailing participation of civil society
need to be rewarded in all stages of group development. It is
generally felt that rating of SHGs could be one taking into
consideration a few areas like group dynamics, financial
management, accounts and record maintenance, development
linkages, promotion of community institutions cluster or
federations, profile of economic activities pursued, and
participation in social programmes. SHG performance can be
used successfully in this context. It is the performance of groups
that strengthen relationship.
Analysis of a few rating indices reveals that, developed by
governmental agencies fail to capture reflection of social



dynamics in financial dynamics of SHGs in social
development activities. While social development is no doubt
important, the grading requirement for financial institutions is
essential to determine the credit absorption capacity of the
groups and their ability to handle enhanced fund base. The
method of loan prioritization, loan conditions of members are
all infect products of social processes. In contrast, the credit
rating indices developed in banking sector give importance to
in-depth appraisal of structured systems of Self-Help Groups.
A group comprising of 20 members with irregular attendance
at weekly meeting with a poorly implemented scheme of
levying penalties and fines and slow or non-existent internal
lending with shoddily maintained set of nine records will pass
the suitability test for linkage while a group consisting of
10 members with near full attendance in monthly without
penalty system but having vigorous rotation of pooled savings
backed by up to date record of all financial transactions in the
form of cash book and minutes book may still not be able to
qualify for bank finance.
At present, MFIs obtain finance from banks according to
guidelines issued by the RBI. MFIs seek to provide small-scale
credit and other financial services to low income households
and small informal businesses. Commercial banks may appoint
MFIs as “banking correspondents” to provide transaction
services on their behalf. Since MFIs require infusion of new
capital, it is proposed to re-designate the existing ` 100 crore
Micro Finance Development Fund as the “Micro Finance
Development and Equity Fund”, and increase the corpus to
` 200 crore. The fund will be managed by a board
consisting of representatives of NABARD, commercial
banks and professional with domain knowledge.

SHG-Bank Linkage Programme
This programme solves the problems of commercial banks in

financing poor and building human capital through self-realization and
self-initiative to its members. Thus, linking of SHGs with the banks
appears to be the right answer in alleviating poverty. Linking SHGs with
banks, launched by NABARD has scaled enviable heights and has
produced expected impact on the poor. If the SHGs, which form the



cornerstone of the programme are given due attention by all concerned,
without being polluted will be only the largest programme of poverty
alleviation in world. NABARD also provides various support facilities like
100 per cent refinance to the participating banks, organising exposure and
awareness programmes for participating agencies, developing agency
specific training modules, course materials, training supplements, etc. It
also provides promotional grant support to NGOs, RRBs, DCCBs, farmers
clubs and individual volunteers to take up the role of promoting and
nurturing quality SHGs. There are now many branches of Commercial
Banks and Regional Rural Banks that service more than 200 SHG accounts
which were hitherto considered impossible whosoever welcome the trend
may be, the burgeoning numbers have also brought to the fore a host of
issues relating to tracking, monitoring and adequately servicing SHG
accounts. It was felt that the best way to deal with the huge numbers would
be to take recourse to new technologies available. NABARD has therefore
decided to launch an experiment through five branches each of two RRBs
in Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka. The following table shows the
percentage of growth and progress of micro finance in India w.e.f. 2006-07
to 2008-09:

Table 1.2
Progress of Micro Finance in India SHG-Bank Linkage Model

(Amount in ` crore)
Sl.
No

Parti-
culars

2006-07
As on 31st March

2007-08
As on 31st March

Per cent of
Growth
2007-08

2008-09
As on 31st March

Per cent of
Growth
2008-09

No. of
SHGs

Amount No. of
SHGs

Amount No. of
SHGs

Amount No. of
SHGs

Amount No. of
SHGs

Amount

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 Bank
Loans
Disbur-
sed to
MFI

334 1151.56 518 1970.15 55.1 71.1 581 3732.33 12.2 89.4



2 Banks
Loans
Outsta-
nding
with
MFIs

550 1584.48 1109 2784.84 101.6 73.5 1915 5009.09 72.7 82.2

Source: NABARD Status Report of Micro Finance in India 2008-09, p. iii.

NOTE: Actual number of MFIs provided with bank loans would be less as several MFIs
have availed loans from more than one bank.

Grain Banks and SHGs
The tribal population in some parts of the country is known to use

the concept of Grain Banks for saving the grains during the harvesting
seasons and using them to meet their consumption requirements during
the lean dry periods. They also use the arrangement for borrowing the
grains for seed purposes at the time of sowing. In the past also, some of
the State and Central Government interventions in these backward
regions had attempted to create the infrastructure of Grain Banks.
Currently, the need for evolving a participatory food security system for
backward tribal regions is being actively debated.

Group Savings and Borrowing
The strong emphasis on group savings and borrowing in kind under

the Grain Bank approach has significant similarities with the SHG-Bank
Linkage programme; the difference being that the savings and loans are
in kind. The issue, therefore, is how to facilitate monetization of the
savings and loans in kind and integrate the traditional approaches into the
monetized micro finance system. Such integration would enable the poor
tribal population to access need-based financial services and also address
the issues of food and seed securities.

Joint Liability Groups
A JLG is an informal group comprising four to ten individuals

coming together for the purposes of availing bank loan either singly or
through the group mechanism against a mutual guarantee. Unlike SHGs,
which are more process-oriented, the management of the JLG is simple
with little or no financial administration within the group. Financing Joint
Liability Groups aims at developing effective credit products for mid
segment clients, which reduce risk and transaction costs for the banker and
also introduce a greater degree of flexibility for the credit user to determine



one’s need and priorities. This middle segment, predominantly performs
agriculture related activities, often requires quantum’s of credit larger than
micro credit, repayments are normally met at the end of harvest seasons
only. In essence, it is about “hassle-free credit for agriculture and other
rural enterprises”. The JLG members offer an undertaking to the bank that
enables them to jointly receive such amounts as deemed eligible by the
bank for pursuing any individual or joint activities – as found suitable by
the group. The main purpose of JLG is to facilitate mutual loan
guaranteeing and execution of joint liability agreement making them
severally and jointly liable for payment of interest and repayment of loan
obtained from the bank. JLG approach could be either credit-led or saving-
led.

Financing JLG aims at developing effective credit products for mid
segment clients, which reduce risk and transaction costs for the banker and
also introduce a greater degree of flexibility for the credit user to determine
his needs and priorities.

The guidelines should be kept flexible giving the partner banks
enough freedom to implement the ground realities and context in
perspective. National Bank will provide, as grant assistance, ` 3.00 lakh for
operational cost, during implementation of the programme.

Financing JLGs
The system of financing through JLGs has been developed on a

similar approach being followed by BAAC, JLG are informal and not
registered. Loans are given to the individuals and not to the group.
Repayment liability is joint and the group has to ensure that each
member repays his loan. Unlike SHGs, the JLGs do not regularly save
and lend among members. Formation of JLGs is preceded by intensive
preliminary education of prospective borrowers regarding the concept of
JLGs and the role and functions of the group/members. Once few
villagers decide to form a JLG, selection of co-members is done by
farmers themselves. Members of same family cannot form JLGs.While
forming JLG’s homogeneity in terms of activity, village, credit needs
and gender is followed credit requirement and credit absorption capacity.
Major portion of JLG financing by BASIX has been for crop loan.
Emphasis is on loans for ongoing activities and not for start ups. The
average amount of loan to a member of ` 12,000. The interest charged
by BASIX for crop loan is 21 per cent per annum. The group member



has to keep 20 per cent of loan amount as cash security on which no
interest is paid.

Credit Rating
Rating index represent commonly accepted behaviour of Self-Help

Groups as understood by all actors in one way and an attempt to bring
into focus best processes that enhance quality of groups. But,
developing such a rating system is in itself a great challenge. Often the
term ‘rating’ is associated with credit rating, which at best gives comfort
to bankers and investors regarding the safety of their funds. Rating,
however, does not replace their personal judgement and appraisal effort.
No doubt, rating function in the context of SHGs also performs a similar
role. But, the primary objective here is to diagnose the strengths and
weaknesses of the candidate group. It can be used to identify their
training needs and to design the appropriate capacity-building
programmes. The propriety of rating parameters and weightage
considerations are guided by objective of rating. The imaginative
assignment of weights or marks can powerfully reflect the standards and
best practices and communicate expected code of conduct to the groups
rather than serve as mere reward and punishment mechanism. At times,
the design of and weightage in rating device itself may prove to be
counter productive where groups of their promoters start dismantling the
structure in their anxiety to improve rating scores.

Micro finance practitioners set high standards for groups in the
field of organizational, economic and social performance. Basically, the
optimal performance in SHGs can be attributed to strategic interventions
made by Self-Help Promoting Institutions and other support agencies. It
is widely believed that measure of performance of groups determining
the nature and extent of relationships they have with various support
institutions like banks, etc.

Micro Finance Receivables
Micro finance receivables form a securitization perspective, the

following is the key positives of micro finance as an asset class:
1. Very high granularity of loans: Micro finance loans have a

very small ticket size.
2. Micro finance lending model: The credit quality of the assets

originated in this sector has been very good with minimal credit



losses of around 1.5 per cent-2.5 per cent. Several MFIs
adopting the Grameen Bank, SHGs other forms of lending
models, have experience low delinquencies in the past. As the
lending model envisages other group members paying on behalf
of the primary borrower should the latter face difficulty in
repayment, this mechanism ensures high collection efficiency.
The better MFIs have reported extremely high collection efficiency.
Most micro finance loans are for a short-term less than a year. Given
the lesser uncertainty associated with shorter-term, the stress levels
applied to the assessed pool are lower in absolute terms, resulting in
smaller levels of credit enhancement.

Low Prepayment
Micro finance portfolios have lower prepayment levels than several

other asset classes like personal and housing loans. Where the entire pool
receivables are sold to the investors at a premium to the pool principle in
the transactions with premium structures, the principal outstanding of the
underlying obligors. Prepayments thus result in prepayment losses for the
investor, which have to be covered through credit enhancements. Since
micro finance assets have lower prepayments, securitized pools backed by
them can have lower credit enhancements. These factors enable
securitization to be a viable option for this asset class.

Benefits for Investors
Investors can derive the following potential benefits from

securitized instruments backed by micro finance receivables.
 High returns: Highly-rated securitized paper backed by micro

finance receivables will provide attractive returns as compared
to similar rated plain vanilla debt instruments. In the short-
term, investors can earn even higher returns than other asset
classes. CRISIL estimates that investors in securitized paper
backed by micro finance receivables can expect to earn around
150 basis points over and above a ‘P1+’ paper of one year
duration. The returns would be around 40-50 basis points over
a ‘P1+(so)’ securitization transaction backed by established
retail asset classes like commercial vehicle loans.



 Short-term investment opportunity: Since micro finance
receivables have a short tenor, investors, especially mutual funds,
can have an additional short-term investment opportunity.

 Priority sector advances for banks: Banks, especially the new
private sector ones, can benefit by purchasing securitized pools,
which will be eligible to be classified as priority sector advances.

 Ability to diversify portfolio across asset classes: Investors
now have a good asset class in which they can invest.

Lending Products
NGO and MFIs have emerged as important entities in the

provision of micro financial services to the poor. Drawing upon the
comparative advantages of bank financial strength and the NGO/MFI
social intermediation, the proposed structures seek to diversify the
risk for the bank, reduce capital constraints for the NGO/MFI and
facilitate scaling up. Incentives are built in for maintenance of asset
quality and performance of the NGO under the various arrangements.

The proposed structure rationale briefly is to:
 Provide assured source of funding to MFI so that scaling up is

not rationalized for lack of resources.
 Separate the credit risk of the portfolio of loans from the credit

risk of the NGO/MFI as an entity, thereby making available
funding at lower costs and of the quantum that is required.

 Leverage on the inherent strength of the operations of the MFI such
as social intermediation, origination and collection capabilities.

 Ensure built in collection incentives and review triggers related
to portfolio performance.

Capacity-building
The support mechanism for scaling up the SHG-Bank Linkage

programme needs to cover capacity-building at the levels of DFIs,
banks, government, NGOs, MFIs and SHGs, infrastructure support to
MFIs and banks, and costs for promotion and nurturing of SHGs. As
regards MFIs, the support systems should include, besides financial
resources for on lending, funds support for the training of the personal
of the MFIs, building of database systems, infrastructure and
hardware, start-up capital, capital funds for equity, and meeting initial



operational deficits. In the absence of any institutional arrangement,
the donors, governments and DFIs are providing capacity-building
support to MFIs and SHGs, to some extent. In the coming years, at
least a part of the cost of promotion of SHGs should be met by the
banking system as an investment in the human capital, while the
remaining part will have to be supported through grant assistance.
The Task Force set up by NABARD recommended setting up of a
Micro Finance Development Fund (MFDF) in NABARD for
extending such assistance to MFIs, SROs, banks, SHGs and others.
Such a Fund could be set up with a start-up contribution of ` 100
crore from the GoI and annual contributions from profits by RBI and
NABARD. With a view to bringing the economy of scale and synergy
in action, a part of the allocations form the government sponsored
poverty alleviation programmes may be added to it.

Capacity-building Issues
RBI shall facilitate establishing micro finance funds for

capacity-building. Besides the subsidy funds of Swarnajayanti Gram
Swarozgar Yojana (SGSY) funds shall be mobilized from Rural
Infrastructure Development Fund (RIDF) NABARD and also part of
the profits of commercial banks. A RUDSETI model institution could
lubricate entrepreneurship at the village level reducing urban
migration. RBI should constitute a permanent working group on
micro finance constituting members from formal financial institutions,
government, apex development banks, NGOs and MFIs to monitor
and review the progress on allocation of resources and undertaking of
capacity-building initiatives. Each bank could establish an exclusive
micro finance cell to design strategies of the bank and creating an
enabling environment to develop micro finance as core business of
poverty lending. As there is a need to familiarize formal financial
institutions with no subsidized lending to poor, RBI shall facilitate in
building capacities of these institutions towards this objectives
through pilot projects of exclusive micro finance branches. Policy
initiatives and operational guidelines shall be initiated by RBI to
promote branch based viable linkage by reaching and maintaining
significant micro finance portfolio with ` 2-3 crore supporting around
200 groups. RBI shall facilitate setting up of business incubation fund
through SGSY business support services for healthy growth of the



sector. A separate national fund for Business Development Services
could be thought of. SHGs may be networked into community-based
organizations at cluster/federation level. Promotional costs of SHGs
may be shared by MFIs/banks/governments. Properly designed training
courses may be put in place for MFI professionals. A National-level
experience-sharing forum may be set up for interaction amongst
institutions like RBI, NABARD and SIDBI. An innovation fund for
research and development may be initiated. MFIs may be encouraged
and supported to go for campus recruitment from recognized
management institutions to initiate professionalism in the sector. Banks
may reserve a certain percentage of resources 15 to 20 per cent for
capacity-building of their officials.

The Khan Committee has mainstream lined the micro finance
activities through greater MFI-Bank Linkage, under a framework of
due diligence and rating of the MFIs. This will effectively address the
concerns of risk management for the large sections of the micro
finance clients on the one hand, and on the other, enhance the degree
of comfort desired by the lenders, investors, donors and other
stakeholders. The Khan Committee also took into account the costs
involved in providing for an all encompassing regulatory framework,
its practicality and costs relating to effective supervision, and the
follow-up requirements to address the issues of deviant behaviour.

The Khan Committee feels that these problems rather than the
absence of a separate and exclusive regulatory framework hamper an
orderly growth of the MFIs. The MFI-Bank Linkage is further
strengthened with the recent opening of the ECB to NGOs engaged in
the micro finance activities under the automatic route which
envisages an important role for the banks as the authorized dealers for
determination of the eligibility and for the “fit and proper” status of
the NGOs for accessing foreign funds.

Under the circumstances, a separate and exclusive regulatory
framework for a large number of highly diverse MFIs under different
legal forms is not recommended, at least for the present. With greater
uniformity emerging in the matters of accounting, governance,
management capabilities, and financial stability of MFIs, a review on
the need and modus operandi of regulation and supervision may be
taken up at a later date.



The MFIs are now free to fix the rates of interest according to
their internal policies. There is a view that the cost to ultimate
borrowers, which may include service charges, shall not be usurious. A
few instances of collective protests against the high all-in cost paid by
the borrowers of MFIs have surfaced. This problem may accentuate in
future, particularly, when the poor receiving micro finance scale-up
their credit requirement for the purpose of livelihood and micro
enterprises. Four informal groups were set up for identifying the policy
measures relating to micro finance delivery; the groups studied
issues relating to: (i) Structure and Sustainability, (ii) Funding,
(iii) Regulations, and (iv) Capacity-building. It is proposed to segment
the recommendations in three groups:

1. Those are implementable readily by banks,
2. Those are difficult to implement and need further legal aspects.
3. Grey areas which need further examination, including legal

aspects.

Grant funding may be discouraged for purposes other than those
defined as capacity-building. Interest rates on small loans from commercial
banks to individuals-to-individuals may be deregulated; specifically there
must be total deregulation of interest rates on small loans (` 2,00,000) from
commercial banks directly to individuals. Banks may be encouraged to
allocate part of their development funds towards group formation
expenditure incurred in the Self-Help Group bank linkage programme. As
emphasis needs to be put on savings and remittances besides credit,
variable rates on deposits may be allowed to account for transaction costs.
Banks may be permitted to partner with MFIs, where the latter mobilizes
deposits on behalf of the bank. Incentives like, performance-linked
compensation, flexible timings, inclusion in PARs and more operational
freedom in choosing partners may be devised for rural branches purveying
micro finance. Applicability of service area norms for micro/rural banking
may be revisited in view of banks’ increasing interest in micro finance.
Banks and MFIs may enter into strategic relationships, where the MFI may
be the originator of loans and deposits serviced by banks. Capacity-
building especially in the area of accounting and financial standards may be
promoted as critical and be an area of focus for Micro Finance Development
Fund. Banking and other financial services may be offered through emerging
low-cost rural networks like e-governance projects and information kiosks.



Banks may be allowed to partner with other agencies to offer ‘third party
banking’ like MFIs collecting deposits on behalf of banks which will increase
outreach without additional investments and permit flexibility in terms of
location and service timings.

An autonomous and professionally managed National Micro
Finance Equity Fund may be set up with an initial subscription of
` 200 crore (to be raised with contribution by banks) which may be
treated as Weaker Section lending under Priority Sector. A minimum
CD ratio may be prescribed for RRBs and the shortfall in achieving
this CD ratio may be contributed to the above Fund.While RBI should
familiarize banks with the nature of MF business and may issue
detailed guidelines to banks for evaluating an MFI, banks may
prepare operation manuals for branch staff for efficient appraisal of
MFI loan applications. RBI should evolve special credit rating tools
for MFIs in India and build-up and MFI Information Bureau for
providing information. Commercial banks/RRBs may provide 10 per
cent of their loans to MFIs as grants for capacity-building and these
grants should be reimbursed by NABARD from Micro Finance
Development Fund.While all NBFC-MFIs registered with RBI may
be allowed to raise deposits subject to their obtaining minimum credit
rating under the special credit rating tolls developed for the MFI
sector, Non-banking Finance Companies MFIs not registered with
RBI and Non-government Organization. MFIs may not be permitted
to raise deposits. A separate category of NBFCs be created for
attending to micro finance business with entry capital requirement of
` 25 lakh for MFI needs to be urgently created. The amount of
deposits mobilized by any such MFI should not exceed ` 5,000 per
depositor and all such deposits may be covered by the guarantee of
Deposit Insurance and Credit Guarantee Corporation. NBFC-MFIs
not registered with RBI and NGO-MFIs shall not be permitted to raise
public deposits.

One of the key success factors for MFIs is their capacity to
deliver. According to various studies the two pillars of success of
MFIs are Scale and Sustainability.

(i) Scale refers to the MFIs reach to the target market or client
coverage.



(ii) While sustainability refers to the cost of financial services after
suitable adjustments.

It would be appropriate to recall that while the term micro credit
has not been strictly defined it usually refers to the credits of “very small
amounts”. However, for the purpose of exempting the micro finance
companies registered from the core regulatory provisions attracted by
NBFCs, such companies are required by RBI to be engaged solely in
extending micro finance up to ` 50,000 for small business and up to
` 1.25 lakh for housing is rural areas. Micro finance would be seen to be
a broader concept than micro credit and the focus of discussion has now
expanded beyond micro credit to cover micro finance.

  


